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“Effective mentoring is transformational and is very different from coaching”
There’s a BIG difference between the Coaching and the Mentoring that we offer you at BizVision.
Coaching is about you acquiring a particular skill or element of knowledge. Mentoring is
transformational. It’s about a relationship between mentor and mentee and involves both the
professional and the personal.
That’s why you need to select a mentor with care. You need someone who has the empathy with
you, someone you can trust and has real-life experience, knocks-and-all!
Coaching is usually short term, like our 90 day programmes, whilst mentoring should be long term.
With over 40 years of both global coaching and mentoring experience, Chartered Marketer status,
and a passion for client success, Malcolm Gallagher can be your personal mentor.
To assess if he will be right for you, look around the www.bizvision.co.uk platform for information
on Malcolm and to watch his videos such as the Leadership Matters Show.
With our innovative Zoom Mentor service you can have easy access to Malcolm from anywhere at
almost anytime! Online video mentoring is much more effective than an impersonal phone call and,
in these times, as close as you can get to face-to-face mentoring. You can book an occasional
one-hour session to “feel” your way into mentoring and then move to a longer term relationship
with our Ultimate Guided Mentoring programme.
Mentoring is personal which is why we offer you our “Zoom Mentor Stepped Approach” with the
transparent steps and affordable investment costs below:
1. Book a FREE 30 minute introductory Zoom Mentor session with Malcolm to see if mentoring
and Malcolm are right for you. It’s a great opportunity to decide what support you need. The
meeting will be recorded and sent to you along with a one-pager “next steps” proposal.
2. You can then opt to have an ‘occasional’, up to one-hour session, for £190 +vat
3. Or select, Zoom 6, a set of six one-hour online sessions (2 per month?) for £970 +vat
4. Or choose Malcolm’s Ultimate Guided Mentor Programme for one year at £170+VAT per
month with 1 one-hour online session per month, unlimited support and VIP access to other
online benefits including our Business Velocity Academy.
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All sessions are confidential between you and Malcolm unless agreed otherwise (e.g. if your company is paying for
the service and wants, and you agree, to a summary report)
All Zoom Mentor session are recorded and the video sent to you in MP4 format for your continued learning.
For your reassurance BizVision Ltd securely protects and encrypts all data to a high standard
Don’t worry if you have limited online video experience – you will be gently guided to proficiency!
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Do this now

Want a FREE initial 30 minute Zoom Mentor session?
Contact Kim Gallagher Kim@bizvision.co.uk or call +44 1670 518080

